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Abstract: The Teleo-Reactive (T-R) paradigm for computing and organizing actions for auton-
omous agents in dynamic environments can be viewed as having a foundation triplet of dura-
tive actions, circuit semantics, and boolean logic. This foundation is intended to enable the
construction of semantic circuitry for the continuous computation of parameters and condi-
tions on which agent action is based. Drawing on the notion of analog circuitry, actions and
behaviors are intended to be more continuous over periods of time. However, the use of bool-
ean logic can sometimes inadvertently revert behaviors to be reminiscent of the state transition
model since its limited bivalent capability is not consistent with the continuous nature of dura-
tive actions and circuit semantics. This document is a report of work in progress on a Teleo-
Reactive extension where Zadehan (fuzzy) logic is substituted for boolean logic.

1. Introduction

The Teleo-Reactive (T-R) paradigm for agent control [Nilsson94, Nilsson92] is influenced by the need for
autonomous agents, such as mobile robots to “operate in dynamic and uncertain environments”. Nilsson
recognizes that the standard methods of artificial intelligence based on explicit declarative representation
and reasoning processes are strongly challenged by these environments. He also cites alternative
approaches that directly relate sensory inputs to actions and shares with control-theory the notion that con-
tinuous environmental feedback is necessary for effective action. The intent of T-R is to focus on importing
some control-theory ideas into computer science.

An agent control program is a Teleo-Reactive sequence that directs the agent toward a goal (henceteleo)
while at the same time responding (hencereactive) to the perceived dynamic environmental changes in cir-
cumstances that the agent encounters. Drawing on the notion of analog circuitry, T-R is intended to provide



an agent task execution environment having a more continuous nature than one based on a state transition
model. Consistent with these notions is the continuous-valued logic of Zadeh [Zadeh65, Mendel95]. This
paper presents work in progress on an extension to the conventional T-R paradigm using Zadehan (fuzzy)
logic. The extension is intended to enhance the T-R capabilities beyond boolean logic where it is currently
limited.

The paper organization will first present an overview of the Teleo-Reactive paradigm highlighting the
essential concepts and issues. Next are discussions for the motivation and description of this proposed
extension. Finally, a brief description of some early simulation results will be described.

2. Background

The Teleo-Reactive (T-R) paradigm is conceived to be a kind ofmiddleware for agent programming
(whether robotic or software agent). Theupperware would contain the high level planning activities
needed to determine what the agent should do and to create the corresponding T-R sequence(s). Likewise,
the lowerwarewould process the T-R action commands in order to realize the effects of these action com-
mands (e.g. decodingmove and rotate actions into motor voltages to turn the wheels). T-R is strictly
intended as a middleground in between. Should an unanticipated situation arise for which the available T-R
sequence(s) can not handle, the upper level planning activities would be invoked to generate a new T-R
sequence capable of negotiating the new situation.

Among the several concepts embodied in the T-R paradigm are the T-R sequence and the semantic cir-
cuitry. A T-R sequence resembles a set of ordered production rules in its simplest form (figure 1a). The
conditions (Ki’s) are boolean expressions containing predicates about sensory inputs and other information
from the world model and are continuously computed with K1 considered the goal condition. The highest
true condition Ki (i.e. smallest index i) determines the rule to be “fired” (executed) and is known as the first
true condition (FTC). The actions, ai’s, which have some effect on the environment or world model are
durative rather than discrete in that the action continues indefinitely. If a T-R sequence contains just one
rule K1 -> a1, then a1 would be energized as long as K1 is true and ceases when K1 becomes false. If a
sequence contains more than one rule, the action of the rule corresponding to the FTC is energized and
continues until that rule is no longer the FTC. This may occur if either the FTC becomes false or if the con-
dition of another higher (smaller index) rule becomes the FTC. These can be induced by changes that the
actions make to the environment or model, unanticipated effects of the actions, or unexpected exogenous
world events. The actions, ai’s, themselves, can either be primitive actions, a set of concurrent actions or
they can be T-R sequences themselves providing hierarchical capability. It is important to realize thatall
conditions atall levels of the hierarchy are continuously being evaluated.

A simple T-R sequence (figure 1a) can be thought to becompiled into and executed from semantic circuitry
(figure 1b). The circuity is driven by condition-computing circuitry that is continually computing predicate
values from the environment consisting of sensors and world model. In both figures, all conditions,Ki, are
continuously computed. As Nilsson [Nilsson94] describes,

The conditionK1 is taken to be the goal condition, and the corresponding action, a1, is the null
action. The condition K2 is the weakest condition such that when it is satisfied (and K1 is not),
the durative execution of a2 will (all other things being equal) eventually achieve K1. And so
on. Each non-null action, ai, is supposed to achieve a condition, Kj, strictly higher in the list
(j<i).

From the diagram in figure 1b, the negation of the conditionK1 “signal” inhibits any lower actions from
being energized. Thus, if K1 is true, no lower rule action (higher index) can be active. If K1 is not true, then
likewise, the highest condition Kj which is true will “inhibit” all the lower rules, Kj+1, ..., Kn activation.
Thus in a semantic circuit, a condition, Kj, energizes its corresponding action, aj, if it is true and there are
no higher level conditions (K1, ..., Kj-1) that are also true. Kj also energizes an “inhibit” signal to all lower



level rules preventing those actions (aj+1, ..., an) from being energized. The inhibit signal of the highest true
condition is the semantic circuit’s mechanism for implementing the FTC by disabling the lower rules.

2.1 An Example

A simple example of robots moving bars within a two-dimensional world [Nilsson94] can illustrate these
concepts (figure 2). Suppose in a two-dimensional simulated world, robots can move, rotate clockwise,
grab bars, and move bars to various locations. Now suppose a robot is to move to the pointbar center in
order grab bar A. Suppose, also, that the robot can sense its environment and can evaluate conditions which
tell it whether or not it is already grabbing bar A (is-grabbing), facing toward bar A (facing-bar), posi-
tioned with respect to bar A so that it can reach and grab the bar (at-bar-center), on the perpendicular
bisector of bar A (on-bar-midline), and facing a zone on the perpendicular bisector of bar A from which it
would be appropriate to move toward bar A (facing-midline-zone). Also, suppose the robot is capable of
executing primitive actionsgrab-bar, move, androtate (clockwise) with the obvious effects. Execution of
the T-R sequence in figure 2a will result in the robot moving to and grabbing bar A if it is not already.

Notice how each properly executed action in this sequence achieves the condition in the rule above it,
eventually leading toward the goal. This example uses only primitive actions. It should be re-emphasized
that each action may be a primitive action, another T-R sequence, or a set of concurrent actions (including
a mixture of primitive and T-R sequence). Hierarchical and recursive programs are allowed building T-R
trees. The interested reader may pursue these topics in Nilsson’s work [Nilsson94].

Suppose when the T-R sequence (figure 2a) is executed, the robot and environment is as portrayed (figure
2b). For example, suppose initially only the last (or default) rule is true. The last rule becomes the desig-
nated FTC and causes its primitive action,rotate, to start the robot a clockwise rotation about its axis and
continues until the robot isexactly facing the midline-zone. Recognition of this zone causes the predicate
facing-midline-zoneto become true as well as becoming the FTC. The new FTC’s corresponding action,
move, is now energized while therotate action ceases. The robot continues forward until itprecisely
reaches the midline-zone causing the conditionon-bar-midline to become true. The currentmove action is
disabled and the correspondingrotate action begins. Processing continues in this way for the other rules
until finally the robot is holding the bar.

For sake of illustration, suppose in the course of this execution, an unforeseen exogenous environmental
“event” occurs in which a strong wind “blows” the robot a great distance and leaves it in a new orientation.
Because many of the rule predicates have changed, a new FTC is immediately found, its corresponding
action energized, and execution continues in a like manner from the new position and orientation. The
point to be made here is that what appears to be state transition behavior is actually not the case. Rather, the
transitioning from one rule to another is based strictly upon changing predicate values.

3. Motivation

Binary predicates can sometimes be a constraint when dealing with real world sensor readings and per-
ceived conditions which may not exhibit crisp outputs. This imposes one or more interpretation thresholds
which may require adjustment to achieve the desired behavior. Often ranges of sensor reading have to be
identified as belonging to certain predicates, and even then, the thresholds between the different ranges can
sometimes be merely arbitrary and abrupt.

The first true condition (FTC) constraint is useful in the crisp Teleo-Reactive paradigm, especially where
the programs are T-R trees and branches represent alternative (disjunctive) subgoals. But it also restricts
any activities to the currently energized action or action set for the FTC rule. Sometimes it is desirable to
overlap the current actions with the previous actions or subsequent actions for smooth transitions between
actions.



In the robot and bars example above, there are many assumptions made for that scenario. Among them are
that all sensing and positions are precise, movements are accurate, etc. This usually won’t be the case for
real world applications.

4. Extension Using Zadehan (Fuzzy) Logic

The Teleo-Reactive paradigm can be viewed as having a foundation triplet of durative actions, circuit
semantics, and boolean logic. Intuitively, these are strange bed fellows. Durative actions and circuit seman-
tics are intended to provide a notion of continuity. It seems that the “odd” element (boolean logic), while
usable, causes T-R sequences to behave somewhat reminiscent of a finite-state device. For example, a par-
ticular rule containing the current FTC is active until another higher condition becomes the FTC. This in
turn causes the new rule to “fire”, energizing its action and inhibiting any lower rule actions from being
energized. This behavior might appear similar to that of one based upon a state transition model and not
particularly consistent with the Teleo-Reactive paradigm intent.

Substituting boolean logic and its binary predicates with fuzzy logic and its continuously-valued counter-
parts provides a more consistent foundation triplet. Since fuzzy logic is a generalization of boolean logic,
all desirable aspects of crisp T-R are preserved.

4.1 Modification 1: Continuous-valued Predicates

Suppose the constraint of binary predicates is relaxed and extended so that predicates now have a range
over the continuous interval [0,1], where in addition to being FALSE or TRUE (represented by 0 and 1
respectively), they can also be partially true by exhibiting a degree of truth (truth strength). For example,
this could allow a position predicate (e.g.at-bar-midline) to also indicate the degree of nearness if its
strength is positive but less than 1. In effectµ(at-bar-midline) is a shorthand notation for the truth value of
the fuzzy predicateµ(position is at-bar-midline).

Referring to figure 1b, let the negation (~) and conjunction (̂ ) functions in the semantic circuit be
replaced by the corresponding Zadehan negation and T-norm. This time in the robot and bars example (fig-
ure 2) the predicate values are assigned the truth values of the fuzzy set membership functions. In applying
these extensions to our example, the robot’s forward sensor may have some sensitivity distribution which
could function as a kind of peripheral vision. It might have precise sensitivity directly in front of the robot
and drop off significantly off to the side. When the T-R sequence (figure 2a) begins again as depicted (fig-
ure 2b), the robot is initially rotating clockwise on its axis. This time as the robot begins to face the midline
zone, the forward sensor begins to “partially” sense it. When this happens, thefacing-midline-zone predi-
cate now has a strength valueµ(facing-midline-zone), 0<µ(facing-midline-zone)<1, which represents the
degree to which the forward sensor registers the midline-zone directly in front of the robot.

4.2 Modification 2: Functional Actions

If predicates can have continuous valued truth strengths, then how should actions function when a predi-
cate is only true to a degree? Suppose actions are allowed to have thepotential for acting in a manner that
is related to the corresponding condition’s strengthµ(Ki). That is, suppose actions are functional in the
sense that they have an argument in addition to any other arguments which has the truth strength value of
the corresponding condition (i.e. ai(µ(Ki)).

In the crisp version of example (figure 2a), themove androtateactions are assumed to have fixed rates of
linear and rotational velocity respectively. Suppose now they are functional actions using the correspond-
ing truth strength to indicate a proportional effect. For example, if ai is amove action, then itmight become
a straight-line move at a speed linearly proportion toµ(Ki) (e.g. linear-velocity=µ(Ki) x maximum-linear-
velocity). In effect, this is an example of how an actioncould be interpreted as “partially” energized to a



degree, though this particular interpretation is not a requirement.

While this might have desirable intuitive appeal, one must also consider the consequences. It would seem
reasonable thatsometimes there should be a direct relation between the a condition’s truth strength,µ(Ki),
and the corresponding degree that action, ai, should be applied. Other times, the predicate should be binary.
Emulation of binary predicates via fuzzy set singletons can be used where needed as in the case of theis-
grabbing binary predicate (since partially holding a bar has little meaning).

4.3 Modification 3. Eliminating the First True Condition Constraint

Suppose in the example thatµ(facing-midline-zone) = 0.25 and all other higher conditions are false (i.e.
µ(K i) = 0, 1<i<6). If both continuously-valued predicates and their corresponding “partially” energized
actions are allowed, it can be seen from the circuit semantics diagram (figure 1b) that the bottom rule will
only be partially inhibited (i.e. ~µ(facing-midline-zone) = 1 -µ(facing-midline-zone) = 0.75). This contra-
dicts the FTC constraint as there can now be two or more rules whose actions are partially energized. Elim-
inating this constraint allows for several (or potentially all) rules to be active, each to a different degree
(which is also the case for fuzzy expert rule-based systems). Continuing with our example, and allowing
both move and rotate to be functional having proportional respective velocities to their corresponding
µ(Ki)’s, the rotating robot, which is now beginning to perceive the midline-zone (µ(facing-midline-
zone)>0), begins to perform two things at once. First, with an increasing inhibit signal (~ (µ(facing-mid-
line-zone)>0)) generated from the above rule, the bottom rule’s rotation rate begins to slow. The more the
robot faces the midline zone, the slower the rotation. Second, even though the robot is not directly facing
the midline-zone, it begins to slowly move forward. This process continues with the rotational velocity
decreasing and the linear velocity increasing. As the robot nears themidline-zone, theon-bar-midline pred-
icate begins to have support (µ(on-bar-midline)>0) and it’s correspondingrotate action partially energizes.
The actual performance of the different actions can be modified by adjusting the membership function
shapes for the different predicates.

The observant reader has probably recognized that eventually severalmove actions and severalrotate
actions can each be energized to some degree concurrently. This is resolved by applying separate defuzzifi-
cation algorithms. One defuzzifier returns a crisp move velocity, and the other a crisp rotate velocity. The
environment is updated and new predicate values are computed and the processing continues. By removing
the FTC constraint, multiple actions of the same nature (e.g. severalmove actions) can be potentially be
“blended”[Saffiotti93] via defuzzification.

5. Fuzzy-Teleo-Reactive

The Fuzzy-Teleo-Reactive (F-T-R) extension embodying these three modifications is a natural extension to
the Teleo-Reactive paradigm. In the case of the robot and bars example of figure 2 where all the actions are
primitive, it can be observed that this simplest form is somewhat similar to a fuzzy Sugeno-Takagi (S-T)
type system [Babuska94] where the fuzzy rules are of the form

if x1 is Ai
1 andx2 is Ai

2 and ...xn is Ai
 n then  y=Fi(.)

and theith rule’s conclusion, Fi(.), is some linear function. The dot in the function argument denotes that
the arguments can be variables (inputs) in the rule premises (xi’s) as well as others (e.g. environment vari-
ables), y is the output, andAi ’s are fuzzy sets defined by membership functions.

The F-T-R sequence of figure 2a can be expressed in a way thatresembles  a Sugeno-Takagi type sys-
tem:

if is-grabbing then nil



if  ~ is-grabbing and(at-bar-center and facing-bar) then grab-bar()
if ~ is-grabbing and~ (at-bar-center and facing-bar) and(on-bar-midline and facing-bar) then move()
if  ~ is-grabbing and~ (at-bar-center and facing-bar) and~ (on-bar-midline and facing-bar)
andon-bar-midline then rotate()
if ~ is-grabbing and~ (at-bar-center and facing-bar) and~ (on-bar-midline and facing-bar)
and~ on-bar-midline andfacing-midline-zone then move()

if true then rotate()
But an S-T type system is not sufficient to support F-T-R in general. In an T-R (F-T-R) sequence, each action can be
primitive, a T-R (F-T-R) sequence, or a set of concurrent actions (each of which may be primitive or a T-R (F-T-R)

sequence). Thus, a non-primitive action can not be represented by some linear functionFi(.).

6. Current Status

This paper is a work in progress report of the current Fuzzy-Teleo-Reactive extension. More investigation
is needed in several aspects of this extension. Currently, a series of simulators are being built beginning
with Botworld [Teo95] the two dimensional simulated robot world. The most recent simulator uses Fuzzy-
CLIPS [Orchard95] to assist with the fuzzy processing. Successful simulation results will lead to trials
using actual mobile robots. Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the results of some early simulations. In the first
case, the membership function for facing-midline-zoneis wider than in the second case. This results in the
first case in the robot starting to move forward earlier as its rotating and “overshooting” the midline zone.
In the second case, the membership functions forfacing-midline-zone is narrower andon-bar-line id wider.
This causes the robot to pass near, but not through, the midline zone on its way to the bar center.

The F-T-R extension is evolving to incorporate the capability for non-primitive actions and is the subject of
the next report. The early simulation trials have shown that the predicate’s membership function shapes can
significantly affect this ability and without care can potentially produce undesirable performance. Other
future areas of investigation include learning F-T-R rules and shapes of the membership functions. The
membership functions could possibly be temporal membership functions whose shapes change over time
(possibly in response to changes in the environment or conditions of the robot).

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a work in progress report which describes an example of enhancing the Teleo-Reactive para-
digm by drawing upon concepts found in fuzzy logic. This particular approach for a Fuzzy-Teleo-Reactive
paradigm described in this paper suggests that boolean predicates be replaced with continuous-valued
ones, that the effects of actionsmay be functional with respect to the corresponding condition strength, and
that the relaxation of the first true condition (FTC) constraint can in this paradigm enhance capabilities.
The combination of these three modifications allows for a more parallel evaluation capability and poten-
tially more robust functionality while still preserving the fundamental continuous intent of the original par-
adigm.
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FIGURE 1. (a) A General T-R sequence. (b) Corresponding Semantic Circuit

FIGURE 2.  Robots and Bars. (a) T-R Sequence (b) Botworld Configuration
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FIGURE 3. Sample experiment runs.
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